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BEHAVIOR OF SHIP OFFICERS IN
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Bin Lin*
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, increased ship size and traffic density have
heightened the risk for collision. When a ship is exposed to such a
risk, the officer in charge must take evasive actions appropriate with
the circumstances to prevent this from happening. Such actions shall
comply with the International Regulations for Preventing Collision at
Sea. However, violations of the regulations can usually be found in
collision cases. This study is focused on the actions of the officers in
charge, and whether or not they obey the rules of the regulations, and
what are the reasons for navigational faults. The assessment is
performed by simulation experiment and questionnaire. The result
reveals that the faults are mainly related to carelessness, personal
attitude and lack of knowledge.

INTRODUCTION
In the maritime industry ship collisions have always been a concern to the public because of their
resulting loss of human life, assets and/or damage to the
environment. Although the International Maritime Organization (IMO) as well as the ship-owners has made
significant efforts to improve navigational safety, collisions still happen without significantly decreased [11].
During the past twenty years there has been a considerable increase in the number of merchant ships, and the
greatest increase has been in large ships. The result is
that more ships and larger ships are congesting the
coastal waters, requiring larger maneuvering room at
sea. For many years the principle of the freedom to
navigate has been recognized universally. The course
and speed of a ship sailing at sea are decided by the
ship’s captain, with his knowledge and experience. Therefore the ship will continually meet other ships with
different courses and situations during her voyage, and
that often makes encounters between ships more complicated under high traffic density [6]. As a result, ships
are inevitably exposed to the risk of a collision at sea.
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Ship collisions can be seen as the result of cause
and effect. When an officer faces an encounter, his
decisions and actions will affect whether the encounter
remains harmless, becomes better or worse, or develops
into a collision. Before the officer acts, many factors
must be considered, including the condition of the ship,
the traffic situation, weather conditions, the sea room
available, etc. Of course, whatever the action, it must
comply with the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972. These regulations provide
consistent maneuvering patterns for ships to follow [9].
One of the aims of the regulations is to bring greater
safety to the conduct of collision avoidance maneuvers
at sea.
To prevent some of the major causes of collision,
proper manning of the ship, as well as proper education
and training in how to avoid accidents at sea must be of
prime consideration. Therefore, knowledge, experience and technical ability are essential elements for a
qualified officer to maneuver a ship, and to prevent a
collision. However, a competency certificate to an
officer does not ensure that he will never make a navigational fault. In fact some ship officers have their own
ideas as how to run a ship, and tend to disregard official
regulations. They may take unpredictable actions violating the rules for avoiding collision, and this contravention is a main factor contributing to collisions [3]. In
most collision cases one or sometimes both of the ships
involved are found to have contravened the regulations.
Disobedience of the regulations is usually assumed to
be a human failure.
Most papers regarding navigational safety mainly
analyze the results of the actions officers took in collision cases, but they rarely discuss the causes of these
faults [2, 3, 8]. This paper is focused on the analysis of
navigational errors in the taking of actions to avoid
collision. The remainder of this paper is laid out as
follows. When officers encounter another vessel, they
must take steps in compliance with collision regulations
as described in Section 2. Questionnaire and simulation
experiment used for collecting data are developed in
Section 3. Results of the questionnaire and experiment
are shown in Section 4. The data are analyzed in Section
5 to determine the concerns of the participants and the
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causes of the navigational errors. And finally, the
practical implications of the main results derived from
the analysis are addressed in Section 6.
ACTIONS TO AVOID COLLISION
When a ship is under power on a busy waterway,
then obviously many other ships are doing the same
thing in the same area at the same time. These ships can
usually be seen or detected within a 10 mile radius by
either the ship’s officer by plain sight or by radar. In
practice an officer must diligently watch the development of any situation between his/her own ship and any
other vessel, and carefully take collision avoidance
action if there is any risk at all. The process of the action
is described as follows.
First, the officer needs to check whether there is
any approach that is threatening to the ship. The threat
includes any ship encounter that may result in a collision risk. There is a safety-zone around the ship which
an officer likes to keep clear of other vessels. A ship
encounter is defined as any situation where a ship
approaches near or within that safety-zone around the
ship [7]. Collision risk can be said to occur when there
is an encounter where the closest point of approach
(CPA) between two ships will reach near zero if no
action is taken. In other words, if the compass bearing
of an approaching ship does not change appreciably, the
two ships will collide. Therefore every officer carefully
maintains a proper look-out to observe other ships’
movements so as to make a full appraisal of the risk.
If the risk is inevitable, the officer must then
consider how close the CPA will be allowed to become
before taking action. This depends on the circumstances at the time, including navigable sea room, ship
specifications, traffic density, weather conditions,
visibility, etc. On the high seas it is dangerous to
approach another ship close enough to risk collision
because any fault from either of the ships may result in
a collision under that circumstance [1]. The CPA must
always be a safe distance for passing another vessel so
as to avoid collision.
The third step is to consider which method is the
best to overcome the risk. It is now essential for the
officer that s/he is fully conversant with the official
collision regulations. When faced with a head-on situation so as to involve risk of collision in compliance
with the rule of the sea: each vessel shall alter her course
to starboard so that each shall pass on the port side of the
other [9]. The action of altering course to port for
collision avoidance is definitely forbidden because that
may incur the danger of collision if the other ship
complies with the rules to turn to starboard at the same
time.

In a crossing situation involving risk of collision,
the vessel which has the other on her starboard side shall
comply with the rule: she shall keep out of the way and
shall, if the circumstances of the case admit, avoid
crossing ahead of the other vessel [9]. Therefore according to the rule the vessel shall take action to alter
course to starboard or reduce speed. The altering of
course to port side is not forbidden, but it is not
recommended, because the rule requires that the ship
shall avoid crossing ahead of the other ship. The giveway ship can easily resolve the crossing situation by
simply altering its course to starboard if there is sufficient sea room, and this will be more effective than a
change of speed to avoid the right-of-way ship. In
restricted visibility any ship shall avoid altering its
course to port for the prevention of a collision [9].
Fourth, the officer in charge must decide when to
take action, so as to increase the final CPA. According
to the regulations any action shall be taken in ample
time. Every ship which by the rules must keep out of the
way of another ship shall take early and substantial
action to keep well clear. The earlier the action is taken,
the larger the final CPA. In the case a ship is in a headon situation, and when the collision point is at 2 miles,
then by changing its course 10 degrees, the ship’s
position will have left the original course line by 0.34
miles when arriving at the theoretical point of impact; in
case the same action is taken when 4 miles apart, then
the final CPA increases to 0.68 miles by one ship’s
maneuver alone. Regulations do not provide a definite
range of taking action to avoid collision, but for a
crossing situation involving two ships under power on
the open sea it is suggested that action be taken at a
distance of 5 to 8 miles between two ships [4].
At the same time the ship’s officer also needs to
determine by how many degrees the ship needs to change
course, or by how many knots the ship needs to reduce
speed. In the above case, when the ship changes course
by 20 degrees when 2 miles apart, the final CPA also can
be reached to 0.68 miles. A large change will get a large
CPA the same as an early action. The alteration of
course must be sufficiently large so as to be readily
apparent to the other ship observing visually or by radar.
After the officer has taken action, s/he must determine its effectiveness, and shall carefully check and
remain vigilant until the other ship has passed, and both
ships are clear of one another. If it is determined that the
action taken will not achieve the desired CPA, then
additional evasive actions must be taken.
A ship on collision course with another ship must
have been observed by sight or radar for some time.
Any collision that may have developed from an encounter rarely happened without enough time for prevention.
The above steps of preventing a collision are basic
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knowledge for any competent officer. However, an
officer is sometimes unable to follow the rules, especially under reduced visual condition. Almost without
exception, the individual violations of the regulations
by one or both ships are contributing factors in a collision.
The following case is an example.
On June 22 1995 two cape-size bulk carriers,
Mineral Dampier and Hanjin Madras collided in the
East China Sea under reduced visibility. As a result of
the collision, the Mineral Dampier sank quickly and all
27 of her crew were lost [10]. Hanjin Madras, the giveway ship in the crossing situation, did not slow down or
turn to starboard until the last moment; she bore the
greater blame, 80 per cent. Mineral Dampier was to
maintain her course and speed, and altered course to
port just prior to the collision; this wrong action let her
bear 20 per cent of the blame for the collision.
Although collision regulations have been ratified
for 30 years, violation of these regulations is nearly
always a main contributing factor in ship collisions.
The above case which show misinterpretation of the
rules and no appreciable action being taken to avoid
collision until it was too late, are only one of hundreds
of ship collisions due to often blatant violations of
collision regulations. These kinds of casualties are
normally attributed to navigational errors. Consequently
improving officers’ training so as to enable them to
reduce collisions becomes a common objective in the
maritime industry. However, most officers involved in
collisions had completed a full training course and had
passed adequate examinations, and were familiar with
the regulations before obtaining their competency
certificates. So why did their behavior contravene the
regulations, resulting in a collision? There must be an
underlying reason why so many make these errors.
Besides, in addition to these incidents because of noncompliance with the regulations that resulted in a
collision, obviously many more resulted in near misses.
Therefore an analysis of the maneuvers carried out, and
the thought processes and considerations by the officers
in charge of the ships involved may be helpful to increase the effectiveness of future training. In this study
the above objectives are achieved by questionnaire and
simulation experiment.

examine navigational problems. For obtaining a comprehensive understanding of the expectations of the
officers when facing the risk of a collision, it was
decided to complement the study by means of a questionnaire in which the input of the subjects was elicited.
Before starting the simulation experiment, each subject
had to answer some questions. The answers revealed
their understanding of collision regulations and were
compared with their actions in the exercises.
The simulation experiment in this study was designed to assess the mariners’ actions in avoiding dangerous encounters, and to test the effectiveness of the
current regulations for preventing collisions at sea in
certain pre-determined situations. To achieve the purpose of the study, different encounter situations and
operation scenarios were repeated many times for building up a statistically significant sample of responses.
The experiment was carried out using the ship handling
simulator at the National Taiwan Ocean University.
The simulator, a real time simulator, has a full-size
bridge compartment. The visual system of the simulator
generated a colored picture of the environment with
appropriate display of visibility scenes. This was considered to be the closest approach to the real life situation while at the same time retaining full control over
the experimental conditions.
The potential encounter in the experiments involves two ships, the own ship controlled by each subject and another target ship. The own ship in this study
was a large container ship with a displacement of 40 000
tonnes. The target ship was also a container ship. There
were two situations for the simulation experiment comprising a head-on situation and a crossing situation. Both
situations were to be carried out in day time under both
good and poor visibility, respectively. In all the experimental scenarios, the own ship maneuvered with 000° (T)
initial course and 20-knot initial speed within an open
sea. The initial position of the target ship in the head-on
scenario was 10 miles ahead of the own ship on a course
at 180°, and in the crossing scenario it was bearing
022.5° and 9.25 miles away from the own ship starboard
bow on a course of 225°. Therefore in the crossing
situation the own ship was the give-way ship. The target
ship kept moving at her course and speed in all scenarios.

RESEARCH METHODS

RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE AND
EXPERIMENTS

This study focused on the ship’s maneuvers in
order to examine the behavior of the ship’s officers
avoiding a collision. Simulation is a powerful analysis
tool for studying system dynamics and realizing system
problems where it would be impossible or impractical to
study the real situation [5]. Experimentation using a
simulated traffic flow provides us with the ability to

The experiments were performed using 40 qualified ship officers, including 10 master mariners, 7 chief
mates and 23 senior mates. The actions of each subject
was recorded and indicated how each subjects acted to
avoid the particular encounter situation. Total 40 ship
tracks in each exercise are shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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1. Head-on situation
In the questionnaire, the first questions asked if a
vessel meets a head-on situation at sea, what kind of
actions should be taken. All subjects indicated to alter
their course to starboard in accordance with the rule, but
4 of the subjects also indicated that they would only do
so if necessary. When being asked regarding the timing
of taking action to avoid collision in this situation, 19
subjects agreed to order the action at a distance between
ships of over 5 miles. Among the remaining subjects
there were 3 that thought the distance should be only 3
miles. If the situation of the question was changed to
poor visibility, the number of subjects agreeing to a
distance of over 5 miles increased to 26. The last
question asked about the safe distance to the other ship
after their actions. 19 subjects expected a CPA of over
one mile under good visibility, and that number increased to 24 when the visibility was poor.
In the simulation exercise under good visibility,
when the subjects faced the head-on collision situation,
37 subjects altered course to starboard, and the remaining 3 subjects altered their course to port for the avoidance in contravention of the regulations. Twenty-two
subjects ordered the action to be taken at a distance
between ships of over 5 miles, and the rest were too late

in taking their avoiding action. No subject got a CPA of
over one mile, and the smallest CPA was only 0.07 mile.
The mean CPA was 0.407 miles. In the same exercise,
but under poor visibility, all subjects altered their course
to starboard, and 26 subjects took the action over 5
miles. Consequently the results showed a CPA of over
one mile in 13 tracks. The mean CPA increased to 0.789
miles. Figure 3 shows the distance and Figure 4 shows
the CPAs in the head-on situation under good and poor
visibility, respectively.
2. Crossing situation
In the questionnaire, when asked about a crossing
situation with the other ship on starboard side, all subjects agreed to keep out of the way by altering their
courses to starboard for taking collision avoidance action in accordance with the rules, but one of the subjects
also agreed to alter course to port if it was necessary,
and he had the same answer in the head-on situation.
Twenty-four subjects agreed to order the action at the
distance over 5 miles, and the number of subjects increased to 29 under poor visibility. Seventeen subjects
expected a CPA of over one mile under good visibility,
and 25 subjects expected that under poor visibility.
In the simulation exercise under good visibility,
facing the risk of collision, 36 subjects altered their
course to starboard, but the remaining altered their
course to port for avoiding collision, and one of them
finally changed it back to starboard. There were 18

(a) Good visibility

(b) Poor visibility

Fig. 1. All ship tracks in head-on situation.
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Fig. 3. Distance between ships in head-on situation.
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Fig. 2. All ship tracks in crossing situation.
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subjects that took their action at a distance of more than
5 miles. Only 8 subjects kept the CPA to more than one
mile. The mean CPA was 0.685 miles. Under poor
visibility, 35 subjects altered their course to starboard,
and 23 subjects took the action over 5 miles, as shown
in Figure 5. The results showed 14 CPA tracks of over
one mile, as shown in Figure 6. The mean CPA increased to 1.305 miles. There were 2 subjects who
altered course to port in both exercises of this experiment.
MANEUVERING BEHAVIORS IN
NAVIGATIONAL FAULTS
The results of the questionnaire reveal understandings of the subjects on collision regulations, and those
of the experiment reveal their practical behaviors when
facing the risk of a collision. We found that many ship
officers realized that the course alteration to starboard
in both situations was the action required by law. But in
practice, their behaviors were even worse than their
understanding. Some of the officers disregarded the
rule altogether and altered course to port. After the
simulation exercises, the subjects were asked for the
reason for their action, and the answer was that the
action was an easier maneuver than to alter to starboard.
Fortunately the target ship had a fixed course and speed
and so there was no response from the target ship to add
to the risk, or in a head-on situation, if the target had
altered the course to starboard, a collision might have
been difficult to avoid.
Although the time the subjects required to take
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Fig. 5. Distance between ships in crossing situation.
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their action in the simulation exercises was not much
difference from their responses in the questionnaire, the
mean CPA in the simulation exercises was smaller.
Comparing the CPAs in the experiment with those in the
questionnaire by statistics test resulted in a significant
difference. Some subjects took their actions too late and
some subjects made their course change too small in
order to control the CPA to be more than one mile in the
exercises. Even when the risk of the encounter escalating to a collision became obvious, some subjects still
kept on their courses until the last moment, or changed
course less than 5 degrees. The results of the above
actions almost always resulted in small CPAs. Through
oral questioning, the reason was that the subjects were
very confident and did not think a large CPA was
required in exercises.
Basically the collision regulations only provide a
principle guideline of removing the risk of collision.
Except altering course to starboard in a head-on situation and in a crossing situation under restricted visibility being regulated, other elements in the action including the time of performance, change range and final
CPA, even the direction of altering course in a crossing
situation under good visibility, are not regulated. In
response to a situation where there is a risk of collision,
a ship’s officer may take avoiding action by altering
ship course and/or ship speed, and s/he may make an
early or a late decision, and s/he may change a large or
small course with a long or short period to get a large or
small CPA. At the same time this action may take the
form of a single maneuver or a sequence of maneuvers.
These are only regulated in principle, not prescribed
and quantified.
The requirement of each action to avoid collision
with another ship is to pass at a safe distance. To
achieve this purpose any altering of course must be
large enough and made in ample time. But in our
experiment, an officer realized that to give way did not
mean that his action would get a safe CPA. No collisions happened, but about 17.5% of the total tracks in
the good visibility exercise had a CPA of less than 0.2
miles, and could be classified as near misses. The
results could not be called “safe” under any circumstance,
as any minor error by either or both ships would have
resulted in a catastrophic accident..
Our experiment in this study makes a few points.
The first is that a ship’s officer who lacks sufficient
knowledge regarding collision regulations is more inclined to alter course to port. Two of the four subjects
who agreed to alter course to port in the questionnaire
actually took the same action in the simulation
experiment.
The second point is that violation of the collision
regulations is a behavior of sudden impulse for a few
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officers, not lack of knowledge. Except for the above 2
subjects, the remaining subjects that took action to the
port-side knew about the requirements in the regulations.
Ship tracks show that a few officers sometimes disregard situations and take unpredictable action and alter
their course to port-side.
Third, how ship officers make their decision to
avoid collision is related to their personal characteristic.
When there is sufficient sea room, there is no obstacle
on their route, and it is very easy to get a large CPA for
safety through early action and/or a large change of
course. Five subjects took avoiding action resulting in
a CPA of less than one mile in all the exercises. When
there is a risk of collision any ship that desires to stay
out of the way of an approaching vessel had better, as far
as possible, take early action to keep well clear. The
later avoidance action is taken, the less effective it will
be, and the closer the CPA. As a result, if there is any
failure by human or machinery, the possibility of a
collision increases dramatically.
Fourth, ship officers take collision avoidance actions with more caution under poor visibility. When the
movement of the other ship can be clearly observed,
they seem to take the risks involved less seriously. This
may be due to the fact that they have to pay close
attention when judging the circumstances by means of a
radar display. The CPAs under different visibility
situations were investigated in this experiment, and a
significant difference could be found. In the whole
process of avoiding collision, the results of the actions
to avoid collision under poor visibility were apparently
safer than in good visibility in both situations.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study we found that many ship officers
carefully comply with the regulations to take action by
alternating their course to starboard in head-on or crossing situation. But some ship officers did not realize the
regulations very well resulting in improper, and in some
cases illegal behaviors. Sometimes their behavior was
illegal due to lack of discipline and care. Some officers
disobeyed regulations simply because in certain situations they considered the expediency of their action and
disregarded the maneuvering behavior of the other
mariners.
For these officers, it is likely that strict training
may be required to make them realize the requirements
of the regulations and the need to follow the rules. It is
crucial that any training emphasizes navigational safety.
A larger CPA can be obtained through earlier action and
a larger change in course, and can greatly reduce the risk
of collision. Such training can use a simulator to
increase the trainees’ experience in collision avoidance.

Maritime industries have generally accepted that the
efficiency of training by means of simulators is superior
to all other known methods, because simulation training
provides advantages over other techniques in areas of
safety and repeatability.
Shipping companies have the responsibility to
employ competent and conscientious officers, and ship
masters have the responsible to train and supervise the
actions of their officers when making collision avoidance maneuvers. The lack of maneuvering behavior of
some officers could possibly be evaluated by masters
and companies, and these offices must be dismissed.
Marine safety depends on the fact that all officers are
fully conversant with and comply with the marine regulations at all times.
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